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Introduction

In the Fall of 2018, the Small Walker Press invited poet Adam Dickinson and
artist Lorène Bourgeois to walk through a former landfill (1976-2001), the
Glenridge Quarry Naturalization Site. Located on the Niagara Escarpment,
next to Brock University, and overlooking the City of St. Catharines, Ontario,
it functions today as a public recreation area. According to a 2000 environmental
assessment conducted by the Ontario Ministry of the Environment, 200 tonnes
and, from 1998 onward, 500 tonnes per day of residential, commercial and in-
dustrial waste were deposited there. In 2005, following a period of remediation,
the newly designated Glenridge Quarry Naturalization Site was recognized for
the planners’ efforts in rehabilitating this former landfill through extensive 



terraforming and indigenous plantings: notably First Prize by the Internatio-
nal Awards for Liveable Communities and the Project of the Year Award by
the Ontario Public Works Association. 
Today, in contrast to the Niagara Escarpment to which it abuts, this landscape
still resembles a raw, industrialized version of nature, eerie and ominous in its
windswept hills. The ground is punctuated by prickly vegetation providing
beautiful flowers in the summer months, and rocks, from pebbles and gravel to
larger boulders. At the lowest point, the opaque surface of a greenish, manmade
pond gives weight to a site otherwise wide open to the turbulent skies of the
Great Lakes region. The recreation area offers various activities for children
and families (a visitors’ pavilion, trails, boardwalk, arboretum, interpretive panels,
etc.) although, to put it bluntly, it has been landscaped to look like a wilderness.
A constructed landscape, it is perceived as rationally managed nature. Indeed,
there is something decidedly unnatural about this carefully designed space
where layers of clay and soil have been deposited and vegetation native to the
area planted with the aim of naturalizing the landfill. Along the paths, visitors



will also notice the small mechanical vents of a gas collection system from which
escape acrid odours produced by decomposing waste under the harmonious
scenery. These numerous openings are reminders that human beings polluted
the area before reclaiming it. In a way, this paradoxical if compelling panorama
creates a similar effect as some of René Magritte’s painted landscapes, so generic
that they no longer look real, an impression reinforced by the presence of incon-
gruous elements.
As a result of their walk together, Adam Dickinson contributes a poem about
childhood reminiscences and the dreamy yet familiar realm where they belong,
while Lorène Bourgeois revisits some of her earlier drawings and presents
them anew in a sequence whose rhythm is inspired by photographs she made
of the Glenridge Quarry. 

Catherine Parayre, with Derek Knight

Adam Dickinson’s poetry focuses primarily on intersections between poetry
and science as a way of exploring new ecocritical perspectives and alternative
modes of poetic composition. He is the author of Cartography and Walking
(2002), Kingdom, Phylum (2006), The Polymers (2013), and Anatomic (2018).

Lorène Bourgeois’ recent works are large-scale representations of humans, 
animals, clothing and nakedness. She draws her sources from public archives
and museum artefacts, as well as from her contact with the world around her.
Her work has been exhibited across Canada and internationally, and is held in
numerous collections, including the Canada Council Art Bank, Banff Centre
for Arts and Creativity, and the Museum of Contemporary Art in Toronto.





My Fear of Being Eaten

In a memory, 
I’m a kid eating lunch
out of a Polaroid.
My father revs home
in his pickup,
woolen and coronal
with the news. 
His intensity 
minced
by the desire 
to already be there,
he zips me up the road
to see the bear
at the dump.



It’s a clot
in its Ministry trap,
a hair script 
musk-swollen
behind vertical bars
churched with a timid
curtain 
of municipal fence.
I am dressed
in a willingness
to part with something
before it’s worn out.
My father squares 
his jaw
on the thick pelt
of a teachable moment.
Tongues wag
in the trees
and point their birch



  
   

   

  
   

 
  

  
  
   

   
   
 
   
   

 
  

   

mouths at the day-broken
boy harbouring
a small flotilla
of mindless bread.
I’ve been introduced 
to the keystone species
of a thought balloon,
and it smells
like meat
spoiling upwards
into a horripilated defense..
At the dump, 
people are related 
by latitude,
by giving a wide berth
to all the means
and all the ends. 

∆



In a memory,
the bluff charge 
is bathwater
sloshing
steamed with panting.
e bear comes at me,
a ripe barge
purging a river
of its wakelessness.
It stops just short
of the cage door, 
the whole trap 
shaking
like a dream 
cut loose
from any practical
means



of avoiding
the future.
Someone unloads
a bag of glass.
A heavy stench 
chaperones
each breath.
People are related 
by affinities
for privacy.
People dig holes
for things 
they don’t want.

∆



In a memory,
my father hangs 
the food pack
in the trees.
Bears circle 
our campsite
at night.
Cool pines insinuate 
the tenuous sinews
of courage
in my bookshelved 
imagination.
Distant trains 
carry gallbladders
to hangovers 
nursing sunrises 
in their own images.





My fear 
of being eaten
is operational.
What parts of me
will become forcibly
adjacent?
e bears
pass through us
like an idea
whose import
is fully grasped
by hair 
at the backs 
of our necks.
ere are those
who break camp,
there are those
who break
into sweat



while the car 
windshield defogs,
and there are those
who break
and enter.

∆



In a memory,
the park warden
arrives just after
someone closes 
the dumpster lid
on a bear.
Its fury
is echo-stacked,
propane tanks
exploding 
in the suburban
grandstand
of a drought-hacked
forest fire.
If you want your picture,
get ready.
e warden opens
the bin



and the bear atomics
its cemetery stare
into the prefects
of clerical snapchats.
It has a tampon
in its mouth.
ere are those 
for whom the selfie
has damaged the smile,
and there are those 
for whom surplus 
is profit, 
not waste.
We make memories
by forcing them
on others.

∆





In a memory,
megafauna scab
the lumber mill
where I work
during high school.
e forklift driver 
brings bear meat
for lunch.
We eat it
in the after-corners 
of beer.
It tastes like 
what I imagine
human flesh
would taste like
in a century
disconnected from 
its unrequited fats.



Sedatives
pad the statistical
static
of food deserts.
Let the survivors
warm themselves
on hair
they’ve pulled
from their own
heads.

∆



In a memory,
I have taken 
up jogging.
It’s morning
and the dump
is a flexed
quadricep.
I want what we all want.
To inherit
a singing voice,
a benign polyp.
I am rummaging
in the bin
with the algorithmic
confidence of a search
engine.
My running shoes
are antacid-white.







I look up
and see the bear
looking down
on me.
Falsettoed thoughts 
waste through 
diverted streams
of unreachable
conclusions.
I feel the ursine
adrenaline
constellating.
It’s impossible
to outrun
what doesn’t chase
you.

Adam Dickinson















Lorène Bourgeois

List of images, in the order:

01. Quarry Walk 07, 2018. Digital image

02. Detail, High Ground, 2018, Black Conté on paper, 153 x 121 cm. Photo Peter Legris 

03. Detail, Turkey’s Head, 2014, Black Conté on paper, 108.5 cm x 98.5 cm. Photo Peter Legris

04. Detail 1, Swim Cap, 2013, Black Conté on paper, 110 cm x 132 cm. Photo Peter Legris

05. Quarry Walk 04, 2018. Digital image

06. Detail, Chain of Pigs, 2014, Black Conté on paper, 64 cm x 210.5 cm. Photo Peter Legris

07. Detail, Chain of Pigs, 2014, Black Conté on paper, 64 cm x 210.5 cm. Photo Peter Legris

08. Quarry Walk 24, 2018. Digital image

09. Detail, Untitled (Infant) 2012, Black Conté on paper, 112.5 cm x 61 cm. Photo Peter Legris

10. Detail, Bowler Hat, 2016, Black Conté on paper, 126.5 cm x 150 cm. Photo Peter Legris

11. Detail, Cocked Hat, 2016, Black Conté on paper, 102.3 cm x 143.2 cm. Photo Peter Legris

12. Quarry Walk 03, 2018. Digital image

13. Detail, e Dorsal Root, 2018, Black Conté on paper, 158 cm x 128 cm. Photo Peter Legris

14. Detail 1, We all breathe the same air, 2016, Black Conté on paper, each panel, 126.8 cm x 103.8 cm. Photo Peter Legris

15. Detail 2, We all breathe the same air, 2016, Black Conté on paper, each panel, 126.8 cm x 103.8 cm. Photo Peter Legris

16. Detail 2, Swim Cap, 2013, Black Conté on paper, 110 cm x 132 cm. Photo Peter Legris

17. Detail 1, Profondeurs, 2018, Black Conté on paper, each panel 102 cm x 108 cm. Photo Peter Legris

18. Detail 2, Profondeurs, 2018, Black Conté on paper, each panel 102 cm x 108 cm. Photo Peter Legris

19. Quarry Walk 12, 2018. Digital image
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